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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Figure 1. Annual Delay Costs -- Capacity Enhancement Alternatives
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Figure 2. Average Delay per Operation -- Capacity Enhancement Alternatives
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SEATTLE-TACO_ INTEINA110NAI. AIEPOET CAPACITY ENHANCEMENT PLAN UPDATE

Recognizingthe problemsposedbycongestionand tiomdefficiency,andreduceaircraftdelays.A majorben-
delavwithin theNation_1AirspaceSystem,theFederal efit of thiseffort was itscontributionto the Portof
AviationAdminisn'ation(FA._),aia-portoperators,and Searr.le'sMasterPlan Updateasweft asits ongoingstud-
aviation industrygroups have initiated joint Airport Ca- ies for SEAexpansion.
pacity Design Teams at variousmajorair carrierairports Selected ahematives identified by the Capacity Team
throughout the U.S. Each CapacityDesign Team identi- were tested using computer models developed by the FAA
ties and evaluatesthe technical meritsof alternative to quantify the benefits provided.Different levelsof activ-
means to enhance existing airportand airspacecapacity to ity were chosen to representgrowth in aircraftoperations
handle futuredemand, decreaseddays, and improveair- in order to compare the merits of each action. These an-
port efficiency.Over 35 Airport CapacityDesign Teams nual activity levels are referred to throughout this report
have either completedtheir studiesor havework in as:

progress. • Baseline -- 345,000 operations;
The need for this program continues. In addition, the • Future 1 -- 425,000 operations

need to update individualstudies has become apparent
due to the incremental improvementsmade to existing • Future 2 -- 525,000 operations
airports and improvements in proceduresand new tech- The study results, as depicted in Figure 4, show that
nologies which have not been previouslystudied at spe- all of the improvements listed result in annual delay sav-
cific airports. In 1993,23 airports, including Seattle- ings for all three activity levels, Baseline, Future 1, and
Tacoma International Airport (SEA),exceeded20,000 Future2. At the Baseline level, indications are that the
hours of ai_lineflight delay.If no improvementsin capac- maximum delay savingswould be realized from the con-
itv are made,the number of airports that could _xceed struction of a third paraUel runway 3,300 feet west of
20,000 hours of annual aircraftdelay is projectedto grow Runway 161./34R,while the minimum in delay savings
from 23 to 32 airports by the year 2003. would occuras a result of the instalJation and use of a

A capacityenhancement plan was initiated in late wake vortex detection system on the present airfield.
1989 for Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. A report Through the Future 2 level of 525,000 annual operations,
containing capacityenhancement recommendationswas the maximum delay savings would be obtained by the
published inJune of 1991.Seattle-Tacoma International construction of a flail-use runway 2,500 feet west of Run-
A_rport isone of the 23 airportsidentified in the 1994 way 16L/34Rwith no King Count')"International Airport
Aviaticr Capaci.tyEnhancement (ACE)Plan as exceeding (811) interaction and glide slope interference.
20,000 hours ofdehy annually.Steadygrowth at SEA has Figure 1 shows how delaywill continue to grow at a
made it one of the busiest airports in the country.Passen- substantial rate as demand increases if there areno ira-

get enplanements at SEArosefrom 5,167,185 in 1984 to provements made in airfield capaciq; i.e., the Baseline
10,471,150 in 1994, an increaseof over 100 percent. In scenario.Annual delay costs wilt increase from 25,867
1984, the airport handled 224,000 aircraftoperations hours or $41.49 million at the Baseline level of operations
(takeoffsand landings), and in 1994, 353,052 aircr_t op- to 110,490 hours or $177.2 million by Future 1 and
erations, an increase of 58 percent. This growth, along 357,976 hours or $574.19 mRlion by Future 2.

with the period of time since the last studyand the need Figure2 illustrates the average delay in minutes per
to reassessand further analyze capacityenhancement al- aircraft operation for these alternatives. Under the Base-
ternatives,combinedxviththe availability,of more ad- line alternative, if there are no improvements made in air-
vancedmodeling tools, resulted in the initiation of this field capacity, the averagedelay per operation of 4.5 rain-
update to examine,in more detail, certain capacity,en- utes at the BaseLinelevel of activity wiLlincrease to 15.6
hancement alternatives, minutes per operation by Future 1 and 40.92 minutes per

In October 1993, the second Airport Capacity.De- operation by Future 2.
signTeam for SEAwasformed to reassessand again iden-
tify various potential improvements which, if imple-
mented, would increaseSEA'scapacity, improve opera-

.... 151
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Figure 3. Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
Seattle, Washington
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Figure 4. Study Results Summary

Estimated Annual Delay Savings

(in hours and millions of dollars)
Baseline Future I Future 2

Operational Improvements 1345,000) (425,000) (525,000)

1. Reduce In-trail Separations in IFR to 2.5 NM 5,658/$9.1 22,759/S36.3 2S,640/$4__.9

2. \Vake Vortex Detection Avoidance System 4.725/S7.6 : 14,0S9,'$22.6 : 47,793/$76.7"

New Runway Improvements

3. Parallel runway 16X/34X, 1,500 feet wes: 5,531/SS.9 32,775/$52.6 l.,.,u ...... u.,
of runway 16L/34R (Class 3 and 4)

4. ParzI2el runway 16:_/34X, 2.500 feet west of runway 16L/34R

A. Elass 3 and " 12.415/S19.9 6S,145/S109.3 224.4SS,'5360.1

B. Fu_-use, CA7 III capability on 16X and 16L 14,988/$24.0 S2.479/S132.3 2S3,080/$4._4.1

1. No BFI Interaction 15,395/$24.7 84,732/S13._.9 286,367/$459.3

2. F.MSand GPS 17,350/527.8 91,122/S146.2 312,690/$501.6

3. No BlzIInteraction nor Glide Slope Interference 17,493/528.1 91,405/S146.6 315,657/$506.3

C. CATI CaDab:_lirvon 16X and 16L, CATI]I on 16R 12,452/520.0 75.259/$120.7 271,106/$434.9

D. _Iodified Full-use. No Hea_'_"Aircraft on 16X/34x 14,1S6/$22.$ gl.542/S130.S 275,151/$441.4

5. Parallel Runway 16X/34x, 3,300 feet west of runway 16L/34R

A. \Vithout PR_\I 17,790/528.5 91,871/S147.4 309,331/$496.2

B. \Vith PR.\I 16,322/$26.2 $6,199/5138.3 287,399/$461.0

Marketplace Solutions

6. Peaking

A. Peak Hour Pricing 5,840/S9.-; 3 22.23.4/$35.73 49,518/$79.4 3

B. Peak Spreading 7.359/$11..q 9,867/515.S 50,746/581.4

!. The delaysavingsbenefitsof these a]temativesare not necessarilyadditive.
2. Savin_ show,_are possibleif allwake vortexrurbu!¢needependenciesamong airer.Lqare eliminated. Theretbrc,

this is the m__ximumpossiblesavin_ and the actual savingswould be less.
3. Delaysavingsare due to fewer iiights and flight resci_eduling.Annual operations were 335.048 (Baseline),

413,047 (Future 1). and 507,725 (Future 2).

(7l
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SEATRE-T,AcO.M_ INTERNATIONAL AIRPOIIT C._PACITY ENHANCEMENT PLAN UPOA_

Background Seattle-Tacoma
Recogni=ngtheproblemsposedbycongestion International Airport

delay within the National Airspace System, the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA)asked the aviation corn- Seatde-Tacoma International Airport is one of the

munity to study the problem of airport congestion 23 airports identified in the 1994 Aviation Capaci_," En-
through the Industry Task Force on Airport Capacity Ira- hancement (ACE) Plan as exceeding 20,000 hours of air-
provement and Delay Reduction chaired by the Airport craft delay annualJy. In the past decade. Seattle-Tacoma
Operators Council International. has been one of the Nation's busiest airports. Passenger

enplanements at SEA rose from 5,167,105 in 1984 to
By 1984, aircraft delays recorded throughout the _'s- 10,471,150 in 1994, an increase of over 100 percent.

tern highlighted the need for more centralized manage- SEA's total aircraft operations (one takeoff or one landing

ment and coordination ofactMties to reheve airport con- equals one operation) reached 353.052 in 1994, an in-
gestion. In response, the FAAestablished the Airport Ca- crease of 58 percent over the 224,000 aircraft operations
pacity Program Office, now the Office of System Capac- the airport handled in 1984.
it), and Requirements (ASC).The goal of the office and its
capacity enhancement program is to identify and evaluate Seattle-Tacoma International Airport is owned and
initiatives that have the potential to increase capacit); so operated by the Port of Seattle. The airport is currently
that current and projected levels of demand can be ac- situated on about 2,500 acres and is at an elevation of
commodated within the system with a minimum of delay 429 feet above mean sea level. The airfield has two paral-
and with.out compromising safety or the environment, lel rumways, 16L/34R and 16R/34L, separated by 800 feet.

In 1985, the FAAinitiated a renewed program of Air-

port CapacivDesignTeamsatous majoraircar,ier Seattle-Tacoma Airport
airports throughout the U.S. Each Capacity Team identi-

fies and evaluates alternative means to enhance existing Capacity Design Team
airport and airspace capacity to handle future demand,
and works to develop a coordinated action plan for reduc- A Seattle-Tacoma International Airport Capacity
ing airport delay Over 35 Capacity Design Teams have Enhancement Design Team was established in late 1989,
either completed their studies or have work in progress, and an Airport Capacity Enhancement Plan containing

Design Team recommendations for capacity enhancement

The need for this program continues. In 1993, 23 was published in 1991. Since the publication of the origi-
airports, including Seattle-Tacoma International Airport nal enhancement plan, changes in FAAoperational proce-
(SEA), exceeded 20,000 hours of airline flight delays. If no dures and standards have been approved and imple-
improvements in capaci .tyare made, the number of air- mented and advancements have been made in capacity
ports that could exceed 20,000 hours of annual aircraft analysis and modeling. This, combined with the fact that
delay is pro_ecred to grow from 23 to 32 by 2003. the 1991 study did not include consideration of the inter-

In a September, 1994 address, the FAAAdministrator action of SEA and King County, International Airport
stated that "the most serious potential problem in meet- (BFI) operations, dictated a reexamination of SEA.

ing the demands on aviation in the coming ),ears wiU be In October 1993, the second Airport Capacity De-
inadequate capacity, of our major airports." He predicted sign Team for SEA was formed to reassess potential im-
that air travel in the U.S. wiU increase 60 percent in the provements which, if implemented, would increase SEA's
next 10 )'ears, and in 20 )'ears, as many as 1 billion pas- capacit); improve operational efficienc); and reduce air-
sengers annually will pass through our airports. He noted craft delays. This study update was undertaken to deter-
that unless we find a way to add airport capacity, our in- mine the technical merits of alternatives and the associ-

dustry could be forced into distorted patterns of growth..', ated impact on capacity. A major benefit of this effort was
stunted by the unyielding confines of an infrastructure we its positive contribution to the Port of Seattle's Master

are unable or unwilling to expand. Plan Update and its ongoing studies for constructing a
The challenge for the air transportation industry, in thir.d runway at SEA. Additional studies wiU be needed to

the nineties is to enhance existing airport and airspace assess associated environmental, socioeconomic, or politi-
capacity and to develop new facilities to handle future cal issues.
demand. As environmental, financial, and other con-

The 1991 study was completed using the Airfield

straints continue to restrict the development of new air- Delay Simulation Model (ADSIM) and the Runway Delay
port facilities in the U.S., an increased emphasis has been Simulation Model (RDSIM). This Update Study utilized
placed on the redevelopment and expansion of existing
airport facilities, the Airport and Airspace Simulation Model (SII_LXlOD),

- °
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whichiscapableofan . ,',g Objectives:ions and, therefore, produces a more complete simula-
tion. Additional attention leas given to weather analysis The ma_or goal of the Capacity Team was to identifi'
in the 1995 stud?: A ten year weather history was used to and evaluate proposals to increase airport capacir); ira-
determine how often and when each weather condition prove ah-pott efficiency, and reduce aircraft delas_, in

occurred. This technique more accurately depicts the achieving this objectiw, the Capaci D. Team:

changes from one weather condition to another. • "Examined the causes of delay associated with BFI

This report has established benchmarks for airport interaction.
development based upon traffic levels and not upon any • Evaluated delay benefits of alternative air traffic con-
definitive time schedule, since actual growth can vary ),ear trol (ATC) procedures, navigational improvements,
to year from projections. As a result, the report should airfield development, and operational improvements.
retain its vaiidity until the highest traffic level is attained
regardless of the actual dates paralleling the de_,elopment.

A Baseline of 345,000 aircraft operations (takeoffs Scope
and landings) was established based on the annual traffic The Capacity Design Team Limited its analyses to
level for 1993. Two future traffic levels, Future I and Fu- aircraft activity within the terminal area airspace of SEA;
ture 2, were established at 425,000 and 525,000 annual the airfield at SEA, _xcluding the ta.xiwax_ adjacent to and
aircraft operations respectively: If no improvements are surrounding the gate areas; and the interaction between
made at SEA, annual delay levels and delay costs are ex- SEA and BFI.The existing relationship between SEA and

peered to'increase from an estimated 25,867 hours and BH is depicted in Figure 5. The capaci D, impact manifests
S41.49 million at the Baseline activity level to 110,490 itself in the foUowing way: any IFR (instrument flight
hours and 5177.2 milllon by the Future I demand level rules) arrival to BFI runway 13 will require a gap in the
and 357,976 hours and $574.19 million by Future 2. arrival stream to any new runway 2,500 feet or 3,300 feet

The Capacity Team studied various proposals with to the west of 16L/34R. This will occur in both Visual
the potential for increasing capacity and reducing delays Meteorological Conditions (v_1C) and Instrument Me-
at SEA.The improvements evaluated by the Capacity teorological Conditions (IMC). This effectively means
Team are delineated in Figure 4 and described in some that each IFRarrival to BFI Runway 13 is substituted for
detail in Section 3, Study Results. an arrival at SF-_,Runway 16X. The impact of BF1on SEA

capacity while SEAwas in north flow was not felt to be

frequent and consistent enough to warrant detailed analy-
sis. The Capacity Desigu Team did not address environ-
mental, socioeconomic, or political issues regarding air-
port development. These issues are addressed in separate
airport planning studies. The data generated by the Ca-
pacity Design Team may be used in such studies.

(10)
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Methodology Figure 5. Existing Relationship of
SEA to BFI

The Capacity Team, which included representativ-s
from the FAA, the Port of Seattle, and various aviation " '

industry, groups (see Appendix A), met periodicalJy for
review and coordination. The Capacity Team members
considered suggested capacity improvement alternatives
proposed by the I:AA'sOffice of System Capacity and Re-

quirements, FAATechnical Center, and Regional Aviation ._c>._.
Capacity Program Manager, and by other members of the 5 nm ,\:.?
Team. Alternatives that were considered practicable were -,_k.

developed into experiments that could be tested by simu- x"_\_".i,__-
lation modeling. The FAATechnical Center's Aviation , .._\_,,, ._6-Capacity Branch provided expertise in airport simulation .. •
modeling. The Capacity Team validated the data used as _". k

input for the simulation modeling and analysis and re- 4 nm "*_, [SFI

viewed the interpretation of the simulation results. The _'(data, assumptions, alternatives, and experiments were
continually reevaluated, and modified where necessary, as -,x-
the stud), progressed. * "

Initial work consisted of gathering data and formu-
lating assumptions required for the capacity and delay 5 nm
analysis and modeling. Where possible, assumptions were
based on actual field observations at SEA. Proposed im-
provements were analyzed in relation to current and fu-

ture demands xvith the help of FAAcomputer models, the

Airport and Airspace Simulation Model (SI_LMOD)and 2 nm A
the Runway Delay Simulation Model (RDSIM). Appen- [

dix B briefly explains the models. _,

The simulation models considered air traffic control I
procedures, airfield improvements, and traffic demands.
Alternative airfield configurations were prepared from
present and proposed airport layout plans. Various con- I nrn _gL 19_
figurations were evaluated to assess the benefit of pro- ""
jected improvements. Air traffic control procedures and
system improvements determined the aircraft separations
to be used for the simulations under both visual flight
rules (VFR)and IFR. _EA

Air traffic demand levels were derived from O_icia/ 0 nm
Airline Guide data, historical data, and Capacity Team ":i
and other forecasts. Aircraft volume, m/x, and peaking
character-._fics were considered for each of the three dif-

ferent demand forecast levels (Baseli::e, Future 1, and Fu- "
rure 2). From this, annual delay estimates were deter-

mined based on implementing various improvements.

These estimates took into account runway configuration, 34_:
weather, and demand. The annual delay estimates for
each configuration were then compared to identify delay
reductions resulting from the improvements.

• " 1_11
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Work on the Capacity Enhancement Plan, published in 1991, be-
gan in 1989. Delay data used in the 1995 update differs from that pro-
jected in the 1991 plan based on initial data gathered in 1989.

Improvements Since 1991

Since the issuance of the 1991 report, a number ofairfidd and
operational improvements have been completed, are in the construc-
tion phase, or planned to be completed by the )_:ar 2000. These in-
dude: additional high speed exits on Rum_ay 16R/34L: expansion and
improvement of the southside cargo maintenance area: expansion of
Concourse A; installation of Microwave Landing System (MLS) equip-
ment; and utiLization of Runway 341. as the primary arrival runway in
north flow.

Several other changes have occurred at the airport since 1989
which have contributed to delay reduction at SEA.The following list
summarizes these changes, all of which have increased the efficiency of
the air traffic low at SEA:

• Implementation of the 4-post plan resulted in a more consis-
tent separation between arriving aircraft and a more balanced
use of the namvays as reflected in Figure 8.

• The ILS hold Linefor runway 16R located east of runway 16I.
was moved to a point benveen runways 16R and 161-. Noxs;

aircraft holding for departure on runway 16R are 800 feet
closer and do not have to cross an active runway prior to de-
parture. The end restdt has been a reduction in departure in-
tervals on rumvay 161L

• The installation ofrumvay centerLine lights on runway 161.

allmved the increased use of runway 16L for departures during
some IFR conditions. This resulted in a reduction, from 7 per-
cent to 0.3 percent, in the amount of time that the sole use of

runway 16R was required for nrR arrivals and departures.

• Air Traffic Control personnel have concentrated on reducing
departure delays and have been more ag_essive in monitoring
folvs.

• The aircraft fleet is more homogeneous, which results in the

average longitudina.l separation benvcen aircraft being re-
duced. The change in the feet mix is noted in Figure 7.

• The aircraft feet has modernized, which has resulted in
higher average approach speeds and a reduction in the arrival

interval. The change in approach speeds is detailed in Fig-
ure 7, while the impact on capacity is shown in Figure 6.

• The airfield is easier to use due to the installation of improved
airfield lighting and signage.

AR 038707
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Data Comparisons

Itshouldbenotedthatthesinglegreatestfactorinfluencingthe

calculationofdelayforthe1995reportupdateisthechangeinair-

speedsusedforanalysisandmodelingbytheTeam.

Thefollmvingfiguresprovideacomparisonof1991and1995
data.

As shown in Figure6, data for the 1991 and 1995 studies indi-
cates an increase in arriv-alcapacitydue to the decreasein 1FR arrival
separation distance and an increase in arrivalspeeds.

Figure 7 depictsapproachspeeds bv aircraft class and aircraft class
distribution for both the 1991 and 1995 studies. Airspeeds have in-
creased from 10 to 20 knots for allaircraftclasses. For the purposesof
this report, aircraftclass definitions have been modified from those
used for the 1991 study.Class 2, as used in the 1995 stud); includes
Class 2 and 3 fromthe 1991 study,while the 1991 study Classes 3
and 4 were combined to make the 1995 study Class 4. Approach
speedswere increasedfor this studybased on a recommendation of the
Design Team which was confirmedby review of the Automated Radar
TerminalSystem (ARTS) data.

As depictedin Figu_ 8, data gathered for the 1991 study reveals
that, for WRtraffic,Runway 16Rwas the primary "¢FRapproach run-
wayand Runway 16Lwas utilized ahnost e.xclusivelyas the WRdepar-
tute runway.1995data indicates that while Runway 16Ris stiUthe
predominate VFRarrivalrunway,_ departuresnow utilize Rumvay
16Ralmost 20% of the time.

A comparisonof the 1991and I995 baseline daily demand level,
depicted in Figures 9 and 10, shows that hourly demand levelshave
generallyincreased for all time periods. Demand increases, contrary to
the 1991 studyprojections,have rendedto equalize hourly demand
levels rather than increasepeak periodsof demand.

Figure 6. IFR Arrival Capacity -- Comparison

i 1991 199S

E_pectedVolt;e, Separation
between Arrival Aircraft 4.4} nm 4.3.5 nm

Expected Value Arrival 129 knots 137 kno|s
Speed

Arrivol Capacity 29.3 aircraft�hour 31.5 aircrofl/hour

(1,_{
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Figure 7. Aircraft ClassMix -- Comparison

I ' ICJass1 Gass2 Class3 Class4

1991 1995 1991 1995 1991 199.5 1991 1995

Approach 140 155 130 140 120 130 100 120
Speed knots knots knots knots knoU knc_s knots knots

/ /

Distribution / 11.0% 8.6% 73.0%i 54.2% 14.0% 31.1% 2.0% I 5.9%
/ i /

Figure 8. VFRRunway Use Figure 9. 1991 Profile of Daily Demand --
Comparison Hourly Distribution
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The capadty enhancement _tcmalfiVts are categorized and dis-
cussedunder the following headings:

• _)pcrationa] ]mprovcments

• New Runway Improvements

• Marketplace Solutions

Figure 3 sho,cs the current layout of the airport, plus the airfield
improvements considered by the Capacity Team.

Figure 4 lists the study results and presents the estimated annual
delay savings benefits for selected improvements. The annual delay
savings are given for the activity levels Baseline, Future 1, and Fut-
ure 2, which correspond to annual aircraft operations of 345,000,
425,000, and 525,000 respectively. The delay savings benefits of the
improvements are not necessarily additive.

Operational Improvements

1. Reduce in-trail Separations in IFRto 2.5 NM.

Existing procedures for IFR require that arriving aircraft be sepa-
rated by 3 i_,xl or more. Reducing longitudinal separation minimums
to 2.5 NM would increase arrival rates and runway capacir): The re-
duced separation procedure requires that the leading aircraft xveight
class be the same or less than the trailing aircraft. VIhen a heavy jet or
B757 is the leading aircraft, the standard IFR wake vortex separation
cannot be reduced to 2.5 N,xl.To implement reduced in-trail separa-
tions, the average runway occupancy, time (ROT) must be 50 seconds or
less, in addition, the runway _xits must be _sible from the tower,

therefore, the separation can only be reduced in IF'R1 conditions.

The reduced in-trail separation procedure is currently in use at
SEA for south flow operations to Rumvay 16R. Implementation of this
procedure for north flow operations is dependent on the construction
of interconnecting taxiways and compliance with the ROT require-
ment. The Port of Seattle forecast report dated April 12, 1994, pre-
dicts an increased percentage of heavy aircraft and Boeing 757s and a
decrease in all other classes. The benefits shown below are based on

the fleet mix as depicted in Figure 7, hoxs_:ver,it should be noted that,

if the forecast report prediction holds true, the result would be smaller
benefits at the Future 1 and 2 demand levels because of the fact that

the separation distance from heavy, aircraft cannot be reduced.

Annual delay savings at the Baseline activity level would be 5,658
hours or S9.1 million; at Future 1, 22,759 hours or $36.5 million; and,
at Future 2 activity levels, 28,646 hours or $45.9 million.

..... (171
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2. Woke Vortex Detection Avoidance System.

Under current conditions, controllers cannot detect the presence
of wake vortices. Therefore, to guard against these potential hazards,

increased separations between aircraft are maintained. The Wake Vor-
tex Avoidance System (WVAS)increases capaciry by permitting re-

duced spacing between aircraft when wake vortices present no hazards
to follcaving aircraft. It is anticipated that joint FAA and National
Aeronautics and Spoor Administration (Langley) efforts, utilizing a
radar type sensing technology named the Automated Vortex Sensing
System (AVSS),will yield an operational system by 1998.

The results of this experiment indicate the benefit that could be
obtained if all wake vortex separations were eliminated aLlof the time.

Savings shown below are possible if all wake vortex turbulence depen-
dencies among aircraft are eliminated. Therefore, this is the maximum

possible savings and the actual savings would be less.

Estimated project cost is unknown at this time.

Annual delay savings at the Baseline activity level would be 4,725
hours or 57.6 million; at Future 1, 14,089 hours or $22.6 million; and,

at Future 2 activity levels, 47,793 hours or $76.7 million.

New Runway Improvements

3. Parallel Runway 16X/34X, 1,$00 feet West of Runway 16L/34R (Class3 & 4)

Constructionof a new Class 3 & 4 rumvay would provide a sec-

ondary landing runway for propeller aircraft in both north and south
flow v'FRconditions.

Estimated construction cost is S43 mLUion, based on a 5,000 ft.

runway.

Annual delay savings at the Basdine activity level would be 5,531
hours or 58.9 million; at Future 1, 32,775 hours or $52.6 million; and,

at Future 2 activity levels, 137,629 hours or $220.8 million.

4. Parallel Runway 16X/34X, 2,500 feet West of Runway 16L/34R.

A. Class 3 & 4 A new Class 3 & 4 runway constructed 2,500 ft. from runway

16L/34R would provide a secondary landing runway for propeller air-
craft during WR and IFR 1 conditions for both north and south flow.
Under IFR 1 conditions, the new runway would be a secondary landing
runway in both north and south flow for propeUer aircraft while main-

taining a 1.5 NM stagger from aircraft landing on 16L/34R. This im-
provement assumes that there is a CAT1 capability on Runways 16L
and 16X for south flow and all the Rumvay 34 ends. The current CAT
III capability would remain on Runway 16R.

Estimated property acquisition and construction cost is $261 mil-
lion, based on a 5,000 ft. rumvay

Annual delay savings at the Baseline activity level would be
12,418 hours or $19.9 million; at Future 1, 68,145 hours or $109.3

million; and, at Future 2 activity levels, 224,488 hours or $360.1 mil-
ton.
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B. Full-use, CAT III Capability on 16X and 16L

A new _ll-usc runway 2,500 ft. from 16L/34R ,v_ provide a sec-
ondary landing runway for all aircra.ft under both north and south flow
VFRconditions. During south flow IFR 112/3 conditions, the new run-

way would be utilized as a secondary arrival runway while maintaining
a 1.5 NM stagger. For IFR4 conditions, the new runway would be the

primarylandingrum_ayundersouthhow conditionsonly.Fornorth
flow conditions, during IFR 1/2 operations, the new runway will be
utilized as the secondary atriv-aJrunway with a 1.5 N.Xlstagger separa- .
don from aircraft landing on Runway 34R. This improvement assumes
that there is a CATH1capability on Runways 16x and 16L and that all

other runway ends have CAT1 capabiliq: The glide slope critical areas
are protected in the IFR 2/3/4 conditions. BF1arrivals are assumed to
interact with arrivals to Rumvay 16X.

Estimated property acquisition and construction cost is $409 mil-
lion, based on an 8,500 ft. rumvay.

Annual delay savings at the Baseline activity level would be
14,988 hours or $24.0 million; at Future 1, 82,479 hours or 5132.3

m/ilion; and, at Future 2 activity levels, 283,080 hours or $45-_.1 mil-
Lton.

I. No BFI Interaction

A new _-use runway 2,500 ft. from 16L/34R will providea sec-
ondary landing rumvay for all aircraft under both north and south flow
WR conditions. During south flow IFR 1/2/3 conditions, the new run-

way would be utilized as a secondary, arrival rumvay while maintaining
a 1.3 N.Mstagger. For IFR 4 conditions, the new runway would be the
primary landing runway under south flow conditions only. For north
flmv conditions, during IFR 1/2 operations, the new runway wiU be

utilized as the secondary, arrival runway with a 1.5 ,x_! stagger separa-
tion from aircraft landing on Rumvay 34R. This improvement assumes
that: there is a CAT III capability on Runways 16X and 16L and that all

other runway ends have CAT I capability; the glide slope critical areas
are protected in IFR 2/3/4 conditions; and BFI and Runway 16X arriv-
als operate independently. It is unknown if this is feasible at this time.

Estimated property, acquisition and construction cost is S409 mil-
lion, based on an 8,500 ft. rumva):

Annual delay savings at the Baseline activity level would be
15,395 hours or 1;24.7 million; at Future 1, 84,732 hours or $135,9
million; and, at Future 2 activity levels, 286,367 hours or $459.3 mil-
lion.

2. FMS and GPS

A new full-use runway 2,500 ft. from 16L/34R will provide a sec-
ondary landing runway for all aircraft under both north and south flow
V'FRconditions. During south flow ]FR 1/2/3 conditions, the new run-

way would be utilized as a secondary arrival rumvay while maintaining
a 1.5 NM stagger. For IFR 4 conditions, the new rumvay would be the
primary landing rumvay under south flow conditions only. For north

• _ ....i' I]9}
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Flowconditions,duringIFRi/2 operations,the newrunwaywiJJbe
utilized asthesecondaryarrivalrunwaywith a 1.5 NMstaggersepara-
tionfromaircr_tlandingonRunway34R.Tl_simprovementassumes
that thereis a CATIHcapabilityon Runways 16Xand 16Land that all
other runwayends haveCATI capability. With the implementation of
CPS/FMSproceduresin CATI1and Ill conditions, no glide slope critical
areaprotection is neededin IFR2/3/4 conditions. There are no other
known capacity improvementswhich will result from the implementa-
tion of F1ktSor GPS.

Estimated property acquisition and construction cost is $409 mil-
lion, basedon an 8,500 ft. runwa):

Annual dell, savingsat the Baseline activity level would be
17,350 hours or $27.8 miJfion;at Future 1, 92,122 hours or $146.2
million;and, at Future2 activity levels,312,690 hours or $501.6 miI-
]ion.

3. No BFI Interaction nor Glide Slope Inferference

A new fizll-userunway 2,500 ft. from 16L./34Rwill provide a sec-
ondarylanding runway for all aircraftunder both north and south flow
Vl_ conditions. During south flow IFR1/2/3 conditions, the new run-
waywould be utilized as a secondary,arrival runway while maintaining
a 1.5 I_1 stagger.ForIFR4 conditions, the new runwaywould be the
primarylanding runwayunder south flow conditions onh: Fornorth

flowconditions, during IFR1/2 operations, the new runwaywill be
utilized as the secondaryarrival runwaywith a 1.5 NMstaggersepara-
tion from aircraft landing on Runway 34R.This improvement assumes
that there is a CAT]IIcapability on Runways 16X and 16L and that all
other runwayends have CAT1capability.This improvement assumes
that 131:Iand Rumvay 16Xarrivalsoperate independentl): With the
implementation of GPS/FMSprocedures in CAT11and 11Iconditions,
noglide slope criticalarea protection is needed in ]FR2/3/4 condi-
tions. It is unkno_saaif either of these enhancements are,or will be,
feasible.

Estimated property acquisition and construction cost is $409 mil-
lion, basedon an 8,500 ft. runway.

Annual delaysavingsat the Baseline activity level would be
17,493 hoursor 528.1 miUion;at Future 1, 91,405 hours or $146.6
million; and, at Future 2 activity levels, 315,657 hours or 5506.3 mil-
lion.

C. CATI Capability on 16X and 16L, CATIll on 16R

A new full-use rumvay2,500 feet from 16L/34R will provide a
secondarylanding runwayfor allaircraftunder both north and south
flowWR conditions.Under IFR1 conditions, the new runwaywould
be a secondarylanding runwayin both north and south flow for all

aircraft while maintaining a 1.5 NMstagger from aircraft landing on
16L/34R.This improvement assumes that there is CAT1capability on
Runways16Land 16Xfor south flow and all the Runway 34 ends. The
currentCATIIl capabilitywould remain on Runway 16R.

(20)
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Estimated property acquisition and constructioncost is $404 mil-
lion, basedon an 8,$00 ft. runway.

Annual delay savings at the Baseline activity level would be
12,452 hours or $20.0 million; at Future 1, 75.259 hours or $120.7

million; and, at Future 2 activity levels,271,106 hours or $434.9 mil-
l.Ion.

D. Modified full-use Runway 16)(/34 2,500 ft. from 16L/34R,

except NO heavy aircraft on 16X/34X.

This option, which excludes utilization of the new runway bv
heavy,aircraft, provides a secondary, arrival runway under south flow
_R and IFR 112/3 conditions. During south £ow ]FR4 operations, the

new rumvay becomes the primary arrival runway. During north flow
V'FRand II:_ 1/2 operations, the new runway will be utilized as the sec-
ondary an-ival runway. It should be noted that simulation results do
not reftect all of the implications of restricting Rumvay 16X/34X to
non-heavyjets. There were considerable complications in controlling
traffic to a limited-use rums_y that were not fully modeled. It is felt
that these simulation results underestimate the delays associated with
this type of runway.

Estimated property acquisition and construction cost is $361 mil-
lion, based on a 7,500 ft. runway

Annual delay savings at the Baseline activity level would be
].4,186 hours or $22.8 million; at Future 1, 81,542 hours or t;130.8

million; and, at Future 2 activity levels, 27.5,181 hours or $#41.4 mil-
lion.

5. Parallel Runway 16X/34X, 3,300 feet West of Runway 16L/34R.

Currendy during IMC, simultaneous instrument approaches are
approved for parallel runways xvith minimum centerline spacing of
3,400 feet when a Precision Runway Monitor (PR,M)is in use. It is an-
ticipated that, during 1995, simulations wil! be conducted at the FAA
Technical Center to determine if runway spacing down to 3,000 feet
will be approved for simultaneous instrument approaches using a PRaXL
Assuming that simultaneous approaches with 3,000 feet separation is
authorized, for north flow operations, the new runway would become
the secondary arrival runway for aircraft in "¢FRand IFR 1/2, hut not in
IFR 314 because glide slope critical area protection is needed under
those conditions.

A. Without Precision Runway Monitor (PRM)

The construction of a new flail-use runway 3,300 ft. from 16L/34R
will provide a secondary arrival runway for all aircraft under VT'Rcon-

ditions with Rummy 16R/34L as primary arrival runway and 16L/34R
used for departures. For 1FR 1/2/3 south flow operations, the addi-

tional runway should be utilized as the secondary arrival rumvay for all
aircraft while maintaining a 1.5 NM stagger from aircraft arriving on
16R. For IFR 4 conditions the new runway would be the primary arrival
runwa): During IFR 1/2 north flow operations only the additional run-

..... 121)
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w_y would be utilized as the _condary arrival runway for all a_rcraft
while maintaining a 1.5 NM stagger from _rcr_t arriving on 34L. Al-
though glide slope critical axea protection is needed, it is not a consid-
endon due to the runway utilization. BFI arrivals are assumed to inter-
act with arrivah to Runway 16X.

Estimated property acquisition and construction cost is $725 mil-
lion, based on an 8,500 ft. runway.

Annual delay savings at the Baseline activity level would be
17,790 hours or $28.5 million; at Future 1, 91,871 hours or $147.4
million; and, at Future 2 activity levels, 309,331 hours or $496.2 mil-
lion.

B. With Precision Runway Monitor (PRM)

Construction of a new full-use rumway 3,300 ft. from Runway
16L/34R with installation of the Precision Runway Monitor equip-
ment would provide a seconda .rylanding runway for all aircraft under
south flow _ and IFR 1/2/3 conditions. The new runway would be-
come the primary arrival rumvay under IFR 4 conditions. For north
flow operations, the new runway would become the secondary arrival
runway for all aircraft during _ and IFR 1/2 conditions oJ_h: This
improvement assumes the operations on Rumvay 16X/34X and Run-
way 16L/34R are independent. Glide slope critical area protection is
needed in II:R2/3/4 condidons. BFI arrivals are assumed to interact

with az_'ivalsto Runway 16X.

Estimated property acquisition and construction cost is $723 mil-
lion plus the cost of the PR,\Lbased on an 8,500 ft. rumvav.

Annual delay savings at the Baseline activity level would be
16,322 hours or $26.2 million; at Future 1, 86,199 hours or $138.3

million; and, at Future 2 activity levels, 287,399 hours or 5461.0 mil-
lion.

Marketplace Solutions

6. Peaking

A. Peak Hour Pricing The Port of Seattle has evaluated a range of demand management
strategies. The delay savings below were obtained by using a theoreti-
cal daily demand schedule that would be caused by a peak hour mini-
mum landing fee of 5200 which would result in canceled commuter

flights and rescheduling away from peak operating periods. The daily
schedule used in this alternative has fewer operations than the daily
schedule used in all other alternatives, therefore, the delay savings are
due to a reduced number of operations as well as rescheduled flights.
Annual operations used for this alternative were 335,048 (Baseline),
413,047 (Future I), and 507, 725 (Future 2).

Annual delay savings at the Baseline activity level would be 5,840
hours or $9.4 million; at Future 1, 22,234 hours or $35.7 million; and,
at Future 2 activity levels, 49,518 hours or $79.4 million.

(22}
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B. Peak Spreading

This strategy examines the effect of distributing aircraft opera-
tions evenlyduring the 60 minute peak intervals. This is a theoretical
assumptionwhich will be difficult, if nor impossible, to consistently
achieve in actual practice. ]t is intended to quantify the upper limit of
potential improvements which could occur through cooperative sched-
uling of airlineflight schedules.

Annual delaysavingsat the Baseline activir).,level would be 7,359
hours or $11.8 million; at Future 1, 9,867 hours or $15.$ million; and,
at Future2 activity levels,50,746 hours or $81.4 millio,l.

(23J....
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Overview TheSeatdc-Tacom=Int=n=fior_lAirport CapadtyDesignTeam
¢v_uat_opcrtfiomandpmpo_!_ture configu_fions.A briefdescrip-
donof thecomputermoddsandmethodologyusedcanbefoundinA},-
pen_xB. Cen_Jnstandardinputs,vez¢usedtoreflecttheoperatingem_-
ronmcntatSEA.Detailscanb¢foundinthedatapackagesproducedby
the FAATechnicalCenter duringthe stud):The potential benefitsofx.'ari-
om improvementsx_.redeterminedby examiningairfieldcapadt)_airfield
demand,andavera_ aircraftdelays.

Figure11 showscurrentairfieldweather conditions.The Airport and
Ai_pace Sim-lafion Model (SL_£MOD)_'perimentswere performedfor a
24 hourperiodfor each of the pertinentg_ather conditions.A ten)_ar
weatherhistory,forSEAwasobtainedfrom the NationalWeather Sen'ice.
The resultsof theseweather specificSL'_LMOD_\_perimentswerethen used
asinputs to aqueuing modelto calculatethe delaysforthis ten )ear pat-
tern of actualSEAweather.The results,therefore,reflectthe specific
xs_-'atherpatternsoccurringat SEA.

Figure12breaksdmvnthe trafficdemand distributionh' aircraft
classfor eachdemand levelwhile Figure13depicts the actu.'daircraft
typesandclassesobsm_d duringthe data collectioneffort. Figure14
shoxs_the approachspeedsforthe _'raft categoriesused in the stud):

Figure15 illustratesthe average-da)_peak-month demandles._elsfor
SEAfor eachof the threeannualactivity]errs usedin the stud);Baseline,
Future1, and Future2.

Figure16 showsthe hourlyprofde for dailydemandat BFI,under IFR
conditions.It alsodepictes the projectedgrcavthfor Baseline,Future1 and
Future 2.

The fleetmixat SF.A,for the quartetending September1994, has a
s.s,eighted-a_eragedirectoperatingcost of 51,604 per hour or $26.73 per
minute.Thesefiguresrepresentthe costs tbr operating the aircraftand
includesuchitems as fad, maintenance, and crewcosts,but they do not
considerlostpassengertime,disruptionto airlineschedules,or an)'other
intangiblefactors.Airlineflnandal data was derivedfrom FAAForm 41,
ScheduleP-5.2 (Item # 70989,TotalAircraft OperatingExpenses).
Ramp-To-Ramp blockhourswerederivedfrom FAATrafficForm41,
ScheduleT-2 (hem # Z630, RevenueAircraftHours, Ramp-To-Ramp).
The dollarperhourcostsarecalculatedas the ratio of these two figures.

Dailyoperationscorrespondingto an averagedayin the peak month
wereused foreach of the forecastperiods. SL\LMODand the RumvayDe-
laySimulationModel (RDSLM) were usedto determineaircraftdela)_dur-
ingpeakperiods.Drays werecalculatedfor current and futureconditions.
Dailydelayswere annuatizedto measurethe potential economicbenefits
of the proposedimprovements.The annualizeddelaysprovidedabasisfor
comparingthe benefitsof the proposedchanges.The kenefits associated
s.vithvariousrumvayusestrategieswere.-.1soidentified.The cost of a par-
ticularimprovementwasmeasuredagainst its annualdelaysavings.This
comparisonindicatedwhichimprovementswouldbe the most effective.

Forex_ected..incteasesindemand, a combinationof improvements
can be implementedto allowairfieldcapacity to increasewhileal.-craft
delaysareminimized.

Annualaircraftdelayss.verecalculatedbasedon the resultsof

SL',L\IODand RDSLMcomputersimulations that utilizedrunwayuse,
_:ather, andoperatingcost data generatedduring the CapacityTeam
studs.:
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Airfield Operations

Figure 11. Airfield Weather

%of
Ce,'llng/Vlslb_ity Runv,ay Opera_g Con_gurmlon accummce

5,000 feetand above/ |ndependen!Arm_ls&Departures 56.! %
VFR I

.5 sm and above with dual aporoacfl streams

2,500 to ,4,999 feet/' Single amval stream w/th addi1_anaJ 19.7%
VFR 2 3 to 5 sm aircraft under ceiling

800 feet to 2,499 hJet/ Single Approach Stream 17.0%
IFR 1 2 sm and above

Not Applicable/ One Approach Stream - 5.4%
IFR 2 1,800 RVRto 2 sm ProteCt Glideslo_

Nat Applicable/ Same as IFR 2 - 1.5%
IFR 3 600 RVR to |,799 RVR Na Arrivals to the North

IFR 4 Not Applicable/ Low visibility plan - one runway 0.3%
600 RVRand below

f

Figure 12. Daily Traffic Demand Distribution by Aircraft Class

I Baseline Future I Future 2
A_rcmft Class A;rcraft Typos (345,000) (425,000) (525,000)

Class 4 Single-Engine and Smalt 5.9% 5.9% 5.9%
Twin-engine Propeller Aircraft

Class 3 Large Twin.engine 31.3% 31.3% 31.3%
• I Propeller AireraPt

Class 2 Non- Heavy Jets 54.2% 54.2% 54.2",;

Classi HeavyJets 8.6% 8.6% 8.6%

The Design Team decided to use the same fleet mix for all of the
demand levelseven though the fleet will change in the future. This
was done to minimize the number of variables as demand levels
changed. Additionally, the team was not able to forecast a fleet mix for
the Future 2 demand level.The April 12, 1994, forecast report, pre-
pared for the Port of Seattle, predicts an increased percentage of Class
1 or heavy aircraft and a decrease in all other classes.This change in
the fleet mix would resu}tin a smaller benefit at the Future 1 and 2

demand levels for the reduction of in-trail separation distance in IFR to
2.5 NMbecause separation distance from heavy aircraft cannot be re-
duced. This change in fleet mix would have _ nominal effect on all of
the other improvements.

(26_
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Figure 13. Aircraft Types Observed at Field Data Collection

Class 1- Heavy Jets

B747 Boeing 747 DC 10 McDonnalI-Doug|as DC I 0

E767 Boeing 767 MD 11 McDonoel_.Douglas MD- 11

L101 LockheedLI011 DC8 McDonnell-Douglas DC-8
I

Class 2 -- Non-Heavy Jets

A320 I Airbus 320 DC9 McDonnell-Douglas DC-9

B727 ! Boeing 727 MD80 I McDonnelJ.Douglas MD-80 ....

B737 J Roe!rig 737 FA28 J Fokker Fellowshi_

8757 Boeing 757 G2 Gultiteeam/Amer. Gulls.earn IJ

H525 Howker-Siddeley HS/DH/BH 125 LR35 Gates Leoqet 3_,

WW24 Weslwind 1124 DASO Dossauh Falcon

N265 RockwellInt'l Sabreliner (265) C650 Cessna If|
i

Class 3 -- Large Twin-englne Propeller Aircraft

DHS0 DeHaviltand DASH-8 BA31 BritishAerospace Jetstream 31

BE30 Beech Super King AJr300 CV60 General Dynamics Convair 600

CV64 General DynamicsConvair 640 SHD6 Short 360

SW4 Swlaringen Merlin IIV/Meim III) BE20 Beech Super King Air 200

Class 4 -- Single-angina and Small Twhl-englrle Propeller Aircraft

DC30 McDonnell-Douglas DC-3 AC68 Rockwell Ini'l Super Commander

BEgO 6each King 90 PA31 Piper Navaio
.... I

C 172 CessnaSkyhawk 172 I C210 Cessna 210

C208 CessnaCaravan i C310 Cessna 310
I

C340 t Cessna340 C402 Cessna 4.02
/

C404 t CessnaTitan

i

Figure 14. Approach Speeds (Knots)

Speed Class I Class 2 Clasi 3 Clllss 4
b,,

Knots 155 140 130 I 120

I

,i

Appro=ch sFeeds were raised from those previously used in cipac-
it), enh2ncement studies on recommendation of the Design Teim,
confirmed by review of the Automated R_dar Terminal System (ARTS)
data.

..... (27
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Figure 15. SEA Annual and Daily Demand Levels

2,000 --

1,750' 1,581

1,5oo. Annual Daily Equivalent
1,280

a>" _,25o_ Operations Operations Days
1,040

tooo_ Basrdinc 345,000 1.040 332
O

z,•= 7so- Future1 425,000 Io250 332

5o0- Fum_ 2 525,000 1,581 332

250-

0

Baseline Future 1 Future 2

DemandLevel

Figure 16 -- Demand Profile for BFI (Instrument Operations Only)

}

Ik_w_,,wD_ _ l_k,_,eI_ _ f.veuee2 Icwol J

ISoset_e Ge_ _ Fu_'e I I_

40 . .

_ 30

_ 20-

0
10.

5'

88888888888888_888888888
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Aircraft Delays
Aircraft delay is defined as the time above the unimpeded t_ravel

time for an aircraft to move from its origin to its destination. Airc_ft
delay results from interference from other aircraft competing for the
use of the same facilities.

The major factors influencing aircraft delays are:

• Ceiling and visibility conditions

• Airfield and ArC system demand

• Airfield physical characteristics

• Air traffic control procedures

• Aircraft operational characteristics

Average de.lay in minutes per operation was generated by the Air-
port and Airspace Simulation Model (SII_IMOD).A description of this
model is included in Appendix B. If no improvements are made in air-
port capacity, the average delay per operation of 4.50 minutes at the
Baseline level of operations will increase to 15.60 minutes per opera-
don by Future I and 40.92 minutes per operation by Future 2. Under
the Baseline scenario (no improvements in capacity), the annual delay
cost could increase as follows:

Annual Delay Costs
Hours Millions of $

Baseline 25,867 S41.49

Future I 110,490 $177.73

Future 2 357,976 5574.19

. {29)
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Figure 17 demonstrates the impact ofdehys at Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport. The chart shines how delay will continue to
grow at a substantial rate as demand increases if there are no improve-
ments made in airfield capacit3', i.e., the Basehne scenario.

Figure 18 illustrates the average delay in minutes per aircraft op-
eration for these alternatives. Under the Basehne alternative, if there

are no improvements made in airfield capacity, the average delay per
operation of 4.5 minutes at the Baseline level of actMrv wiU increase

to 15.6 minutes per operation by Future 1 and 40.92 minutes per op-
eration by Future 2.

Figure 17. Annual Delay Costs -- Capacity Enhancement Alternatives
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Figure 18. Average Delay per Operation-- Capacity Enhancement Alternatives
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Federal Aviation Administration Aviation Industry

Northwest Mountain Region Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association
Sarah Dalton Jules Bresnick

Jim Mast Ray Costello
Carolyn Read

Dick Sowa United Airlines

Phil Hogg
Headquarters Jess Marker

Dot Etheridg_
Don Guffey Alaska Airlines

Ed Haeseker

Technical Center George Knuckey

Douglas Frye
Darryl Stout Continental Airlines

John Vander Veer Jim Simon
John Zinna

Delta Airlines

SEAAirport Traffic Control Tower & JackVolkel

SEAApproach Control Facility MAR_,_,Inc
William Chord Rod Stone

Roger Sloan
Northwest Airlines

Port of Seattle Mark S_men

Troy Brown Trans World Airlines
Michael Cheyne
Michael Feldman Grant Nelson

Jeff Fitch
Barbara Hin]de Air Transport Association

John Rothnie Nell Bennett
Jim SerrU

Dave Smith Air Line Pilots Association
Burr Stewart Wes Dawson

Diane Summerhays
Dave Van Vleet Consultants

Bob Wells Ron Ahlfeldt (P&.D Aviation)
Bob Maruska (HNTB)

King County International Airport

Jack Frazelle
Bob Nonas

Puget Sound Regional Council
Pete Beaulieu
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The SF.ACapadty Team studied the effects of variousimprove-
ments proposed to redu_ delayand enhance capacity.The options
wen- evaluated considering the anticipated increase in demand.The
analysiswas performed using computer modeling techniques. A brief
description of the model and the methodology,employed follows.

Computer Models
RunwayDelay SimulationModel (RDSlM)

RDS1Mis a short version of the AirfieldDelay'Simulation Model
(ADSIM). ADSIMis a fast-time, discreteevent model that employs sto-
chastic processesand Monte Carlo sampling techniques, h describes
significant movements of aircraft on the airport and the effectsof delay
in the adjacent airspace.The model was validated in 1978at Chicago
O'Hare International Airport against actual flow rates and delaydata.

RDSIM, on the other hand, simulates only the runways andrunway
_xits.There are two versions of the model. The first versionignores the

tzxiwayand gate complexes for a user-specified dailytraffic demand
and is used to calculate daily demand statistics. In this mode, the
model replicateseach experiment forty,times, using Monte Carlo sam-
piing techniques to introduce system variabiliD',which occurson a
daily basis in actual airport operations. The results are averaged to pro-
duce output statistics. The second version also simulates the runway
and runwayexits only, but it creates its own demand using randomly
assigned arrival and departure times. The demand createdis based
upon user-specifiedparameters. This formof the model is suitable for
capacityanalysis.

For this stud); RDShMwas calibrated against field data conected at
SEAto ensure that the model was site specific. Fora given demand, the
model calculated the hourly flow rate and averagedelay,per aircraft
during the full period of airport operations. Using the same aircraft
mix, simulation analysts simulated different demand levels for each
runto generate demand versusdelay relationships.

AirportandAirspaceSimulationModel (SIMMOD)

SLX_IODis a fast-time, event-step model that simulates the real-
world processbywhich aircraft fly through air trafficcontrolleden
routeand terminal airspace and arriveanddepart at airports.SI.XLMOD
traces the movement of individual aircraft as they travelthrough the
gate, taxiway, runway;and airspace system and detects potential viola-
tions of separationsand operation procedures. It simulates the air traf-
fic control actions required to resoh-e potential conflicts to insure that
aircraftoperate within procedural rules. Aircraft traveltime, delay,and
traffic statistics are computed and provided as model outputs. The
model was calibratedfor this study against fielddata collectedat SEA
to ensure it was'_ite specific, lnputs for the simulation model were also
derived from empirical field data. The model repeatedeach experiment
10 times using Monte Carlo sampling techniques to introduce system
variability.The resultswere then average to produceoutput statistics.
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Methodology
Model simulations included present and future air traffic control

procedures, various airfield improvements, and traffic demands for dif-
ferent times. To assess the benefits of proposed _irfield improvements,
different airfield configurations were derived from present and pro-
jected airport layouts. The projected implementation time for air traf-
fic control procedures and system improvements determined the air-
craft separations used for _ and V'FRweather simulations.

Tr_fic demands were de_Ioped by the Port of Seattle and the
Technical Center based on an actual day's tra_c at SEA.August 30th
was chosen as representative of an average day peak month. The De-
sign Team decided to maintain the same mix and peaking characteris-
tics for the Future I and Future 2 demand levels. Therefore. these two

future demand levels were developed by simply increasing the Baseline
demand by the appropriate percentage.

SIMMOD experiments =re performed for a 24 hour period for each
of the pertinent weather conditions. A ten year weather history for
SEAwas obtained from the National Weatt_er Service. The results of

these weather specific S1M.'_IODexperiments were then used as inputs
to a queuing model to calculate the delays for this ten year pattern of
actual SEAweather. The results, therefore, reflect the specific weather
patterns occurring at SEA.

The potential delay reductions for each improvement were com-
puted by comparing the annual delay estimates with the Baseline re-
suits.
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ADSIM Airfield DelaySimulation Model
ARTCC Air Route Traffic Control Center

ARTS Automated Radar Terminal System

ASC Office of System Capacity. and Requirements, FAA

ASDE AirportSurface Detection Equipment
ATC Air Traffic Control

ATCT Airport Traffic Control Tower
AVSS Automated Vortex Sensing System

BFI King County International Airport
CAT Category m of instrument landing system
FAA Federal Aviation Administration

FMS Flight Management S.',_tem
CA General Aviation

GPS Global Positioning System

IFR Instrument Flight Rules
ILS Instrument Landing System

IMc Instrument Meteorological Conditions
LBS Pounds

MLS Microwave Landing System
NM Nautical Miles

PR,M Precision Runway Monitor
RDSLM Runway Delay Simulation Model

ROT Runway Occupancy Time

RVR Runway Visual Range

SEA Seattle-Tacoma International Airport

SII_LMOD Airport and Airspace Simulation Model
S._I Statute Miles

SOIR Simultaneous Operations on Intersecting Runways
TERPS Terminal Instrument Procedures

TRACON Terminal Radar Approach Control Facility.

"¢FR Visual Flight Rules
',q-IF Very High Frequency

_._IC Visual Meteorological Conditions

vOR V'HFOmnidirectional Range m course information only
"_WAS Wake Vortex Avoidance System
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Credits:

Editorial and production support provided by JIL ]n£ormation Systems, Inc.

Cover photo courtesy of Don Conr_rd.
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